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Zino Bonyan Nic 

 

Introduction 

Zino Bonyan Nic is a professional supplier with more than a decade of specialized and 

operational experiences in designing and providing medical equipment and launching hospitals 

and health centers in several projects in Iran and overseas. Moreover, it is one of the oldest 

companies in Iran in this area with the purpose of managing, coordination, optimization, 

increasing quality, reducing running time and also reducing overall cost in designing hospital in 

all parts of Iran. This consultant using a professional and specialized team in health and 

treatment areas with efficient methods and national and international standards along with the 

cooperation of employers, executors and beneficiaries has performed many diagnostic and 

therapeutic projects. The main difference of this consultant is in designing level, volume and also 

kind of diagnostic and therapeutic services (designing of therapeutic services) and also their 

adaptation with physical spaces and technical specification of medical equipment for hospitals 

and health centers. Consequently, it leads to not to facing with any duplication over a period of 

providing medical equipment for hospital, not to wasting employer resources and also not to 

dissatisfaction of medical team and beneficiary group. Zino Bonyan Nic using its scientific 

experience in medical equipment area in a science-based space has shared its knowledge with 

hospitals and health centers for buying new medical equipment, laboratory equipment and also 

imaging systems.  

Moreover, some of our activities for giving advices to centers are as follows: 

 Providing suitable layout table of shares in private hospitals 
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 Designing and standardization of diagnostic and therapeutic 

spaces 

 Providing electrical and mechanical requirements for installation and launching 

equipment 

 Designing of central medical gas systems 

 Designing laundry and central sterilization units 

 Providing software and related specialized systems such as automation systems 

 Presenting medical equipment according to features in each ward of hospitals  

 Providing consultation services for improving usage and increasing efficiency of 

equipment and also replacing old equipment with new ones 

 The process of teaching users for making use of therapeutic systems 

 Introducing medical equipment companies with their warranty and after-sale services  

 Introducing systems and equipment that possesses international standard and 

certifications 

 Consultation and supplying final goods and semi-final goods in all wards of hospital and 

health centers 

 Consultation and supplying of laboratory equipment and chemical materials for research 

centers 

 Introducing different equipment and systems for calibration of medical equipment 

 Implementing  accreditation scheme for hospital 

 Obtaining technical documents and performing official tasks related to manufacturing 

license warrant for supplying and providing drug items 

The most important goal and dream of our company is to satisfy our customer requirements 

along with the highest global standards and quality and the lowest possible price for them. 

Managers and stuffs in. Zino Bonyan Nic have done their best to give the best and highest 

qualities to their customers.  
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The following services will provide for the employers over the 

period of building and providing medical equipment for the hospital: 

 Maintenance 

 Perfect supervision in installation and launching of equipment 

 Providing medical equipment 

 Providing layout table of medical equipment 

 Investigation and control architectural maps 

 Budgeting and calculating finances of project 

 Obtaining therapeutic plans 

 Feasibility study 

 Investigation of ongoing condition   

All wards will adapt to final plans  

 Obtaining and editing the schedule of project   

The schedule of the project will deliver from the beginning in a chart shape and 

consequently employer will be able to see the progress of project over time  

 Obtaining the room by room list  

A code will determine for all room in hospital and based on this code the position of all 

room will be detectable over time. Moreover, the required equipment in rooms will 

present in a table separately. Ultimately, this list after negotiation with the employer will 

finalize in a room by room list and then all equipment with predetermined quantity will 

present. 

 Obtaining layout of equipment  

Layout maps in 2D and 3D based on agreement  

 Designing comparison table of equipment  

 comparison tables for all required equipment will provide and final purchase after  
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 negotiation with employer will perform based on technical 

specification from 4 different manufacturers 

 Negotiation with medical equipment companies  

After initial negotiation with company for presenting price and technical specification of 

units a tender between different companies will hold and consequently different meetings 

with the employer representative for sharing some description including price, discount 

and condition of payment will hold as well. The list of these meetings will give to 

employer completely. 

 Obtaining required contracts with medical equipment companies 

After final negotiations with companies the contract of purchasing will sign and it should be 

noted that this contract is between the buyer (hospital and health center) and manufacture 

company of medical equipment and any follow-up of project with the seller company will be 

done via Zino Bonyan Nic. 

 Supervision of purchase, sending, installation and launching 

Zino Bonyan Nic after placing contract is the responsible for the follow-up of delivery time 

and also delivery of purchased items and also confirming their qualitative and quantitative of 

equipment. Moreover, this company is the responsible for installation and making sure of 

their final performance. 

 Providing identity certificate for equipment 

Identity certificate and general and technical specification is specified and this specification 

will deliver in a software and also new information and repairing activities and services could 

be updated as well. 
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                       Some projects of  Zino Bonyan 

Nic : 

 

The project of consultation of buying and providing medical equipment for health centers: 

1- Shafa hospital with 64 bed in Chabahar city 

2- Semnan hospital with 220 bed in Semnan city 

3- Damghan hospital with 160 bed in city 

4- Surgery center of Sanikhani in Tehran 

5- Surgery center of Bahonar in Tehran 

6- The rebuilding and development scheme of Shariati endoscopic center 

7- The development scheme of providing medical equipment for Sanandaj hospital 

8- The development and building process of cancer ward in Shahid Beheshti hospital in 

Qom city 

9- The development and building process of imaging and neurosurgery center of Imam Reza 

hospital in Mashhad with 540 bed 

10- The development and building process of imaging center of Sadoughi hospital in Isfahan 

city 

11- The development and building process of cancer ward Nazeran hospital in Mashhad 

12- The development and building process of Khatam hospital with 200 bed in Tehran 

13- The development and building process of check center of Pasargad in Tehran 

14-  The development and building process of  angiography unit in Almahdi hospital of 

Isfahan 

15- The development and building process of limited surgery center of Camelia in Isfahan 
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16-  The development and building process of cellular  and 

molecular in laboratory in Tehran Center 

17- The development and building process of diagnostic center of Chitsaz in Kerman 

18-  The consultant of rebuilding process in Pastor center in Bam 

19- The consultant of limited surgery in Sirjan 

20- The consultant of endoscopic ward in Razavi hospital in Mashhad 

21- The consultant of endoscopic ward in Mofid hospital of Tehran 

 

22- The consultant of cardiovascular hospital of Tehran for providing medical equipment 

23- The consultant of heart surgical ward in Shariati hospital for providing medical 

equipment 

24- The consultant of heart surgical ward in Dey hospital for providing medical equipment 

25- The consultant of heart surgical ward in Shahid Lavasani 

26- Providing services for heart angiography ward in Golsar hospital in Rasht City 

27- Providing services for heart angiography in Sepahan hospital in Isfahan 

28-  The consultant of  Cheshmkhaneh clinic including 6 operating rooms and laser ward 

29- Providing complete equipment for heart department of Arya hospital including hearth 

angiography ward, heart surgery ward and ICU ward 

30- Providing complete equipment for Pastor Bam hospital with 96 bed 

31- Providing complete equipment for Payambaran hospital wards including cardiovascular 

surgery ward, hearth angiography ward, ICU and CCU . 
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                 Some of photos of our projects in hospitals are as follows: 

 

Khatam Hospital in Tehran 
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A View of Medical Equipment in Khatam Hospital in Tehran 

 

Shahid Beheshti Hospital of Qom 
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A View of Medical Equipment in Shahid beheshti Hospital of Qom  

 

  

 

 Golsar Hospital of Rasht 
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A View of Medical Equipment in Golsar Hospital of Rasht 

 

 

Mobile: +989122266650 

Website: www.zinonic.com 

Email:nazaninfalahati@zinonic.com 

Address: Floor 4, Unit 13, No21, Corner of Farahani por St, 9th of Seyed 

Jamaledin Asadabadi AV, Tehran, Iran 

 


